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FAN FASHION THROUGH THE DECADES

The 1990’s

As the 90s crept in, Cool Britannia 
ruled the airwaves. Britpop had 
brought the guitar back and the likes 
of Oasis and Blur found themselves 
showcasing what the casual movement 
had to offer for the masses.
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The movement always had a sense of 
one-upmanship, and the rise of the 
culture saw terrace fashion head 
up-market to brands such as Paul & Shark 
and Stone Island, the latter becoming a 
symbol of quality behind the goals.

ItaliaItalia 90 saw tens of thousands of England 
fans take over the likes of Naples and 
Turin, bringing luxury Italian sportswear 
back such as Armani and D&G, continuing 
the inherited mod tradition of clean living 
under difficult circumstances.

IN POWER

John Major
(Conservative)

Tony Blair
(Labour)

(What’s the Story)
Morning Glory?

- Oasis

DOMINANT FORCE

IN FOOTBALL

BEST SELLING ALBUM

ADIDAS STAN SMITH

REEBOK CLASSIC

STONE ISLAND

JACKET

PAUL & SHARK

JACKET

For England fans, the 1990s was a 
decade full of heartbreak, none 
more so than horrendous the 
Pizza Hut advert starring Stuart 
Pearce, Chris Waddle, and Gareth 
Southgate, which we’re sure they 
all look back on as a huge 
MISS-take.MISS-take.

INTERESTING FACT

BRITISH PLAYER OF THE DECADE

ALAN SHEARER

CASUALS FASHION

TERRACE
STYLE

The progression of fashion on the terraces over the years has 
been quite phenomenal. It’s gone from the black and white of the 
50’s to technicolour from the 70s onwards, when what you wore was 

as important to fans as it was the result.
Brands have become synonymous with terrace style, and it’s Brands have become synonymous with terrace style, and it’s 

obivous we’re at the peak of another revival. Walk down any high 
street and you’ll see Tacchini and Fila in shop windows, and on 
the terraces track tops will be as prominent as they were in the 

early 80s.
Of course, terrace fashion will forever evolve, just as stadiums Of course, terrace fashion will forever evolve, just as stadiums 
and clubs themselves. Whilst the likes of City, United, and 

Chelsea will continue to try and get one up on each other on the 
pitch, that attitude between fans off it, will continue to 

flourish.
 

And will forever remain.
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